
BE A PIONEER.
DISCOVER MORE.

visit www.honda.co.uk/pioneerEngineered to get those really big jobs done, our Pioneer
range can carry between 2 to 4 people – perfect for those 

times when  you need an extra pair of hands on the job (or three 
extra pairs of hands for that  matter). Plus, both Pioneer models have 

an impressive 680kg tow capacity and are fi tted with a 386kg capacity 
tilt bed  with a hydraulic-assist strut, helping to make light work of heavy lifting.

To register your interest visit honda.co.uk/pioneer

TEAMWORKER 
x

HARD WORKER PIONEER
THE ALL NEW HONDA

SIDE x SIDE



Key Features

  675cc liquid-cooled  engine. Rubber-mounted  for less 
cabin vibration and  fuel-injected for all-weather  starts.

Three-speed auto  transmissions provides true 
 engine braking across  demanding terrain.

Fully-Independent front/rear suspension ensuring 
superior handling, smooth riding and all-day comfort.

Differential Lock . Simply push a lever to get power to 
both  front wheels and maximise the available traction.

Tilt bed . Unload the cargo bed with ease, even with just
one person, thanks to it’s smart hydraulic assist strut.

There are two versatile Pioneer Side x Side models to choose from. 
Our 700-2 model has room for two  people and is perfect for anyone 
whose workday  takes them off the beaten path. Our 700-4 model 
gives the added ability to carry up to three passengers, thanks to 
our innovative, and industry-exclusive QuickFlip® seating system.

Key Specifi cations

Engine: 675cc liquid-cooled OHV single-cylinder

Front Suspension: Independent double-wishbone, with 201mm travel

Rear Suspension: Independent double-wishbone, with 231mm travel

Ground Clearance: 266.7mm

Towing Capacity: 680kg

Cargo Bed Capacity: 386kg

Room for 
two,  three 
or four

QuickFlip® Seating

Nothing  illustrates the sheer 
versatility of our 700-4 model 
better than it’s innovative 
QuickFlip® seating system.

The rear seats fold fl at into 
the cargo bed independently, 
 and pop-up in an instant 
 whenever you need them, 
allowing you to switch with
ease  between carrying 
one passenger and a full 
bed of cargo, to two or three 
passengers, depending 
on the task at hand.

Complete with  a durable 
covering, our QuickFlip® seats 
are designed to  withstand the 
elements and the frequent 
entry  and exit of passengers.
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POWER 
x

VERSATILITY

INTRODUCING THE NEW HONDA PIONEER SIDE x SIDE

Built to tackle the toughest jobs and cover the most demanding 
terrains – our new Pioneer models draw upon all of our experience 

and expertise in designing class-leading ATV’s. Powerful and incredibly 
versatile our Pioneer’s are the ultimate SxS utility vehicles, allowing you to

haul more, go further and get more done whilst offering all of the clever innovation,
comfort, fuel-effi ciency and superior build quality you would expect from a Honda.

INNOVATION
x

FEATURES


